INTRODUCTION
The Nemeth Code, published in 1972 [8] , describes rules for unambiguously encoding mathematical expressions using six-dot Braille symbols thus supporting the printing of mathematical/ tech nical documents in a form readable by blind persons. It defines the structure of complex mathematical expressions and contains an extensive list of symbols.
A number of tools exist for translating mathematical expressions from various formats into Braille/Nemeth form. However, although T E X/LaTeX is the most widespread system for creating documents in Mathematics and Science, to the best of our knowledge, no sys tem exists for the reliable translation from T E X/L A T E X to Braille and Nemeth.
The liblouis project [6] translates MathML to Braille. But the output is highly dependent on the quality of the MathML input.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full cita tion on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author(s). Copyright is held by the owner/author(s We have found that translators from L A T E X to MathML (such as tex4ht [4] ) although they produce valid MathML for, say, Mozilla products, they do not produce the MathML that liblouis expects, and very often the output is unreadable by blind students. Commercial products also exist, but they only support a part of L A T E X and, being closed source systems, their extension is not pos sible by third party contributors. More than that, it is not well doc umented which parts of L A T E X they do support. As a consequence a user can not prepare his/her manuscript in such a way as to get guaranteed results. As a prominent example, Duxbury [1] can reli ably translate L A T E X files into Nemeth code only if the latter files are created with the proprietary Scientific WorkPlace editor [7] , which is a serious constraint, since very few authors of mathematic books and notes use this particular editor.
In this paper we propose a direct method for transcribing Math ematics documents from T E X/L A T E X and its derivatives to Braille. A software tool, named latex2nemeth, has been developed for the automatic transcription from T E X/L A T E X documents directly to Braille. Given that the Mathematics symbol set of T E X is exten sive, a number of its symbols are not supported by the Nemeth code. Thus, we also propose some new extensions to the Nemeth code so as to encode non-supported T E X symbols in Braille by us ing the Nemeth code extension mechanism. Our software supports an extensive number of mathematical symbols and aims at printed representations of technical/scientific documents, although it can be easily extended to support audio output as well, e.g. in the form of MathSpeak [3] .
NEMETH EXTENSIONS AND TOOL IM-PLEMENTATION
In its current version, our tool supports more than 800 mathe matical L A T E X symbols. These symbols are either already included in the Nemeth code or they are proposed by using extension rules also suggested by Nemeth. Furthermore, latex2nemeth supports all standard L A T E X mathematical structures such as fractions, expo nents, indices, roots, operators, arrays, etc., as well as their Nemeth representation.
For example, \hookrightarrow ("→), used to denote subspaces in Analysis, can be composed as : : . Nemeth, in or der to be able to use only 64 six-dot braille symbols to represent as many language/math symbols as possible, reserves some of the six-dot symbols to be used for special purposes. In the previous example, the symbol : : :
: is reserved to mean the beginning of the description of a symbol or picture. And although the symbols that follow : : :
: in the above, may have their own meaning (for example : :
: is the letter "o"), when they are read after the 
prefixing it by a before it. Then the standard symbol of an arrow follows, thus to create the required symbol "→. We have followed this technique in order to be able to compose most of the common symbols.
However, it does not seem possible at this moment to support all the common symbols. In http://myria.math.aegean.gr/ labs/dt/braille/symbols-in-braille.pdf the list of sup ported mathematical symbols and structures can be accessed.
The program, named latex2nemeth, runs as a command-line tool and takes as input a L A T E X source file as well as an auxiliary L A T E X file, that is produced after successfully running L A T E X on the input L A T E X sources. The auxiliary file contains information about numbering of certain elements in the document, such as equations, theorems, sections, etc. The input can be a single file or the main file in a multi-file L A T E X source configuration, all encoded in UTF-8. The program produces as output a set of Braille/Nemeth text files, with Braille six-dot characters encoded in UTF-16 or, alternatively, in PEF format [9] , in order to be readily available for embossing in specialized printers.
The transcriber is based on a parser for the L A T E X language. The language of T E X/L A T E X has two distinct modes: text and mathemat ics. The parser recognizes the most common L A T E X commands and environments in text mode, supports both English and Greek char acters and also covers most structures and mathematical symbols. The program is developed in the Java programming language using the JavaCC compiler generation tool [2] for the construction of the parser. The generation process is quite simple:
Text is parsed, each paragraph at a time, and appropriate Braille output is produced. In mathematical mode all expressions are parsed, thus creating appropriate abstract syntactical trees of mathematical expressions, which are independent of the source language of T E X/ L A T E X. The above process implements the front-end of the mathe matical parser, while the back-end is a Braille/Nemeth code gen erator, which complies with [8] . The object-oriented design of the program allows the easy implementation of different back-ends for other mathematics representation forms for the blind, such as MathSpeak [3] .
EVALUATION AND CASE STUDY
As preliminary evaluation of the tool presented in this paper, we have generated Braille/Nemeth code by using latex2nemeth as well as two other tools mentioned above, Duxbury and liblouis. For the comparison we have chosen a document from AMSMath L A T E X samples [5] . From the whole document, which is rather extended, we chose pages 8 and 13 as representative of the kind of mathematics expressions encountered in university mathematics texts at both undergraduate and postgraduate level, containing vari ous mathematical characters and symbols, environments and struc tures, references, indices and subindices, text-in-math structures, etc. Since our aim is to evaluate the production of mathematical expressions generated by latex2nemeth, we only transcribed the mathematics content of the original L A T E X sample, removing the textual content. The evaluation engaged a University Mathematics professor with deep knowledge of both the Braille system and L A T E X and an expert in Mathematics Education for visually impaired stu dents.
The latex2nemeth software clearly outperformed the other two tools in terms of the errors in Braille Nemeth document generation. Both evaluators reported that each of the other tools generated at least 50 errors in the two pages, while latex2nemeth had almost absolute precision in translation (only a problem in the translation of dot character, due to its ambiguous meaning in mathematical documents). This result is expected, given the inherent limitations of the other tools in T E X translation, as discussed in the introduc tion.
We also conducted a case study which involved the transcrip tion of a whole book from L A T E X to Braille/Nemeth format and the study of this book by a blind student of Mathematics in a Greek University. The book, entitled "Real Analysis" by A. Anoussis, V. Felouzis, and A. Tsolomitis, was written in Greek as a textbook on Mathematical Analysis. The book is available in Braille format at http://myria.math.aegean.gr/labs/dt/braille/books/ real.zip. We have also transcribed other books and notes and we are in the process of creating a repository for Mathematics texts in Braille Nemeth form. The student has recently finished a course on Mathematical Analysis using the particular textbook. We have presented to the student a set of questions that form a structured interview in order to assess her satisfaction from the book. The questions involved understandability, difficulty, correctness and the overall quality of the generated Braille text.
In her answers, the student reported that the text produced by latex2nemeth is understandable and that she has not identified any mistakes in the mathematical part. Among others, she also reported that ". . . now I am at the same level with the other students. I feel that I am equal to the others while before I felt inferior . . . My hands are untied because before I wrote some four hundred pages during a semester so that I feared that I would develop tendonitis."
Overall, the case study and the interview revealed that the book converted into Braille is appropriate for a blind mathematics stu dent.
CONCLUSION
In this paper a new software for generating Braille/Nemeth code for blind persons from L A T E X source documents is presented. This software is found to reliably generate mathematical documents for blind persons.
We are currently in the process of an extensive evaluation of the perceived Information Quality (IQ) of the content generated by the proposed method and the comparison of IQ with content generated by existing tools. We are also in the process of designing an inter active environment for mathematics, based on refreshable Braille displays, in order to allow blind students to be engaged in dynamic mathematical activities.
